GENDER & JUSTICE SPEAKER SERIES
2021-2022

Meg Sibbett, Ph.D.

"Failure to Protect: How Queer Politics Intervenes in the Logic of Children as Hubs of Security"

Dr. Meg Sibbett discusses how the settler logics of the state normalize violence in the name of protection. Situating stories of imprisoned women and Oklahoma’s Failure to Protect statute alongside the need for comprehensive queer politics, she critiques the ways in which Black, Indigenous, Migrant, and Queer kids are (re)moved in order to secure the heteronormative state.

NOVEMBER 3 | 12:00PM-1:30PM
COPELAND HALL 233-NATIVE NATIONS CENTER EVENT CENTER
OR
VIA ZOOM

RSVP using QR code or visit wgs.ou.edu.